Effortless Power – A Keys To Power Mini-Course
Welcome to the Effortless Power mini-course, my friend.
Over the next 12 lessons, you will learn the secrets behind true Power. While not as complete as the full
Keys To Power Mastery System, you will learn much more than in any other mind power development
system available. What's even more valuable, you'll learn what factors work together to create a
synergy-effect to greatly amplify the amount of Spiritual Power that you can tap and direct to fulfill your
wishes! As you read this mini-course, realize that this represents only 10% of the full Mastery System.
If you have a friend who would benefit from taking this course, please pass this on. Or tell your friends
to send a blank email to effortlesspower@KeysToPower.com for their own complete mini-course.
Here is a listing of the lessons contained within this mini-course.
1) Importance of your Spirit Connection
2) How Belief Systems Affect Power
3) Discovering Your Hidden Underlying Assumptions
4) Clear Thinking for Effective Power Direction
5) Gaining Emotional Control for True Power
6) An All-Purpose Formula for Directing Power
7) Creating Your Own "Good Luck"
8) Psychic Self-Protection
9) Attracting Money Effortlessly
10) Spiritual Seduction
11) Healing Body and Mind
12) Power Amplification
Each of the above lessons will only take you minutes to read, yet will provide you many hours of
contemplation and self-inspection. I encourage you to read each lesson carefully, and spend as much
time as necessary to implement the ideas contained within. Reading the words will not give you more
Power, but altering your thought-patterns will.
"In order to get more, you have to be more."
This is one of the basic lessons throughout the Keys To Power material. There is nothing you can learn
that will give you the strength to lift a car. But with consistent exercise along a carefully mapped plan,
you can build up your muscles to the point where you can do it. The Power of the mind is much the
same, except that it's more a matter of clearing out the randomness in your thoughts and replacing it with
clear focus along a specified path.
And that is what you will learn in the Keys To Power. This Effortless Power mini-course will give you
many of the basics of the Keys To Power Mastery System. If you decide that you would like to learn the
whole system, you may do so by signing up for the Keys To Power Mastery System on the website at
http://www.KeysToPower.com.
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Effortless Power Lesson 1
In this lesson we will take a look at the importance your spiritual connection has to your ability to direct
Power to get what you want.
There is a lot of information out there about tapping into some great Power. Some people say it's the
Power of your subconscious mind, and give you various techniques for reprogramming it to give you the
things you want out of life.
Other people say it's the Power of God, and tell you to live according to a prescribed set of guidelines in
order to have this Power on your side.
Some people say it's the Power of a multitude of spirits, and try to sell you a whole collection of spells,
incantations, amulets, talismans, and so on to command those spirits to do your bidding.
While all of these have some element of truth behind them, they miss the mark somewhat. Most of us
accept that we are more than physical beings, that we have an emotional nature, a mental one, and a
spiritual nature. And at some fundamental level, we also understand that our spiritual nature is not that
much different from our physical, mental, or emotional natures. They all have some basic
characteristics in common.
Another thing that we all tend to agree on is that there is an ultimate Source of Power. Some call this
Source Jehovah, others call it God, and still others call it Shiva. Other names that have been used are
Infinite Intelligence, The Force, the Great Spirit, Mother Nature, and the Aethers. Our life energy
comes from our connection to this Source of Power.
We are all connected to the Source of Power, which in turn is connected to everything and everyone else
in the universe. We get our Power directly from the Source, and it is this Power that we use to do
anything and everything that we do in life. This includes thinking, feeling, seeing, moving, and
dreaming. It also includes praying and performing what may be called magick.
The Power that we get from the Source is the same Power that was used to create the universe. One
explanation of why God could create a universe and we cannot is simply because God is the Source of
Power and we are somewhat removed from it. This is also the explanation of why the Christ and other
highly evolved beings were able to perform miracles and we cannot. They were much closer to the
Source of Power.
So it follows that if we want to perform miracles, even minor miracles of increasing our incomes or
finding the ideal life partner for ourselves, then we must get closer to the Source of Power. Getting
closer to the Source can also be described as strengthening our connection to Spirit (another name for
the Source of Power).
The Keys To Power teaches several methods of developing your spiritual connection, and the Keys To
Power Mastery System goes into much detail on how this is done. The simplest method is to focus on
the qualities of Spirit and spend a lot of time trying to perceive your connection to the Source.
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Effortless Power Lesson 2
In this lesson we will take a look at how your belief systems affect Power.
Everywhere you look, you find people telling you that your beliefs determine your destiny. New
Thought teachers tell you that your beliefs create the experiences you have in life.
A lot of people wonder why this could be so. After all, why should the thoughts in your head affect
what other people do? And how could any thoughts affect things like the economy, or the weather, or
machinery?
Remember in our last lesson when we talked about the Power that created the universe is the same
Power that supplies your life energy? Well, that Power responds to thoughts! And beliefs are nothing
more than thoughts that have become so automatic, you don’t even notice them any more.
If you’ve ever learned how to drive a car or ride a bike, you have an experience with thoughts becoming
automatic. When you first started out, you had to think about every move you made. Gradually, you
learned to recognize when to make specific moves, and eventually you started making the correct moves
to keep the car on the road or your balance on the bike without even thinking about it.
The same thing happens when you start thinking about the world you live in. At first, you notice that
when a person makes a certain expression, a good experience follows. Another expression is made and
a bad experience follows. After a while you start to believe that a smile is good and a frown is bad.
Of course, life is much more complicated than that, but that is the basic idea of how beliefs are formed.
Repeated exposure to an idea or a concept results in our believing that idea. Advertisers know how this
works. If you see happy people enjoying the products or services they’re advertising, you eventually
believe that those products or services will make you happy.
This pattern also applies to our spiritual beliefs as well.
When we strip away all of the traditional teachings relating to spirituality, and simply examine that part
of our nature from experience, we realize that the same natural laws apply there as in everywhere else in
life. Even our moral values are a result of our upbringing and experience. If we grew up around people
who believed that it is wrong to kill, steal, or dishonor your elders, then we will grow up with the same
moral values. On the other hand, if we grew up in a culture that believes that killing and eating other
humans is an honorable thing to do, then our moral values will reflect that prevailing belief.
The reason that this affects our ability to use Power boils down to this. If you have been conditioned to
believe that Power is good, natural, and easily available to you, then you will automatically take the
necessary internal actions to tap into Power and put it to use. If you have been conditioned to believe
that Power is evil, unnatural, and impossible to use, then your inner self will automatically take actions
that will prevent you from directing Power to do what you want it to do.
No matter what you believe now, you can change it so that your inner mind will help you work with
Power to get the things you want in life rather than getting in your way. Here again, there are several
techniques for altering belief system that are available. The Keys To Power Mastery System gives some
of the most effective techniques available anywhere.
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Effortless Power Lesson 3
In this lesson we will take a look at the deeper levels of your mind and find the unconscious beliefs that
create the context for everything you do.
The field of psychology has spent many years trying to understand why we do the things we do. None
of us truly understands the motivation behind all of our actions.
Psychology has even created new terminology in an effort to describe the internal processes within your
mind. You have a conscious mind, a subconscious mind, an ego, an id, and even a superego (sometimes
called a superconscious mind)! While this can be confusing, and suggests that you may be suffering
from multiple personalities, this is not the case. All of these minds are simply components of a single
mind.
It’s like the parts of the engine of your car. There are the pistons, gaskets, spark plugs, and lots of other
parts. But they form only 1 engine. And that engine works best when all the parts are operating at peak
efficiency.
Your mind also works best when all it’s parts are operating at peak efficiency. If you spent any time
after our last lesson on your belief systems, you’ve probably found out that you have many different
beliefs, and some that conflict with each other!
If you’ve tried any of the New Thought principles for directing Power, like affirmations, affirmative
prayer, creative visualization, or positive thinking, you’ve probably run into a situation where you got
the exact opposite of what you wanted!
Here’s why. In focusing your mind on the positive thing you wanted, deep within your mind was the
thought that the reason you were making those affirmations or performing your creative visualization
was because you did not have the thing you wanted. So at the same time you were directing Power with
thoughts of what you did want, your inner mind was directing Power with thoughts of what you did not
want. Guess which was more effective?
It’s kind of like pushing a heavy weight uphill. Your inner thoughts, those underlying assumptions of
why you do what you do, are like gravity pulling you back.
So how do you change this? Easy. By reprogramming your inner beliefs and focusing your whole mind
that you are doing the various techniques for a different purpose, and that you already have the things
you want Power to bring you!
In the Keys To Power Mastery System, we go into great detail on controlling your underlying
assumptions so that they support your use of Power instead of limiting it.
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Effortless Power Lesson 4
In this lesson we will take a look at how to direct Power effectively using clear thinking.
As you’ve probably gathered from our last lesson on underlying assumptions, every thought that runs
through your mind controls Power to a greater or lesser degree. It follows, then, that in order to
concentrate and focus the Power that we are sending out into the universe, we must get all of our
thoughts sending Power out in the same direction!
Have you ever seen the game where a number of teams have a rope that is attached to a central object,
like a plastic jug? Each team is pulling their rope, trying to get the central object past a line, which is
when the game is finished and that team wins.
Power is like that central object, and your thoughts are the members of the teams pulling it in one
direction or another. Each thought combines with other similar thoughts to form “teams”, or lines of
thought. If you have 20 lines of thought all directing Power in different directions, then there won’t be
enough Power being directed in the right direction to accomplish what you want to do, will there?
So, there are two things that we can do in order to focus and concentrate our Power on the goal at hand.
Either 1) we can eliminate all thoughts from our thinking except for the thoughts that pertain to our goal,
or 2) we can increase the number of thoughts that are focused on what we want so that we create a
“winning team”.
Although our number 2 option is the easiest to implement, our number 1 solution is really the best one
overall.
Why’s this, you ask? Simply because every thought directs Power to a greater or lesser degree. Even
though our large team of thoughts will win today, the other thoughts will have their say eventually by
creating experiences that we may not want.
So, it’s clear that by eliminating the distracting thoughts from our mind, we will be able to reliably direct
Power to create what we want in life.
But how do we do that? Meditation has been the chosen path for ages, although not everyone can
meditate properly. The other problem with meditation is that as it is generally taught, it takes months
and years before significant benefits are obtained.
The Keys To Power Mastery System gives several exercises that are designed to rapidly reduce the
number of distracting thoughts that get in the way of directing Power. If you’re interested in learning
more about these special techniques, visit http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full
Keys To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 5
In this lesson we will take a look at why it’s necessary to control not only your thoughts, but your
feelings as well.
Wow! We’ve really covered a lot of ground so far, haven’t we? So far, we’ve learned about getting
closer to the Source of all Power, why our thoughts and beliefs control Power, how to get the greatest
effectiveness from our conscious direction of Power, and why we sometimes get the exact opposite of
what we thought we were sending Power out to do for us.
Now, let’s take this to a deeper level!
As mysterious as our minds are, our emotions are even more mysterious. If our bodies are considered
the horse and our minds the rider, the emotions must be the saddle being somewhat between mind and
body.
Anyone who has spent any time thinking about emotions (and who does that anyways?) will recognize
that certain emotions have a definite effect on the body. Some will give us a feeling of energy and
power while other emotions give us a feeling that is completely opposite.
But our emotions do more than affect our physical nature. They also affect our mental nature as well.
How many happy thoughts do you have when you’re sad or depressed? How often do you think of what
could go wrong when you’re happy and overjoyed?
Our emotions come from a place within us that is far more primal and basic than our minds. Much like
our spirits, which are also far more basic to our essence than anything in our conscious awareness.
In our efforts to control and direct Power, our thoughts set the direction, but our emotions set the tone
and the context of how Power operates. For instance, if you focus your mind to create financial
abundance while feeling fear and hardship, then the result will be a tenuous balance between having and
not having. Success may come, but with the condition that it could disappear at any time.
On the other hand, if we focus our minds on creating financial abundance while feeling comfort and
easy satisfaction, then the resulting success will be much more assured.
So it follows that in order to get the best results from our use of Power, then we must get our emotions
to match the thoughts we are focusing on when directing Power.
The Keys To Power Mastery System gives several exercises that are designed to give you immense
control over your emotions. If you’re interested in learning more about these special techniques, visit
http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 6
In this lesson we will take a look at a single technique that will solve all your problems!
Now that you know how to maximize your use of Power, it is time to learn how to direct that Power to
specific goals. The technique that you will learn in this lesson is one that I use myself for many of my
own goals.
The process is simple and easy to perform. The main problem that anyone ever has with this process is
developing the prerequisite conditions, which are:
1) A strong connection to the Source of All Power (Spirit).
2) A clear mind free of all distracting thoughts.
3) A belief system that supports your use of Power.
4) A sub-belief structure (underlying assumptions) that supports your goals.
5) An ability to clearly focus on one thing at a time.
6) An ability to control your emotions to match your mental focus.
The first step in this All-Purpose Formula is to decide what you want. If you want many things (like
most of us), choose one thing at a time to direct Power towards. Let’s say you would like more money
in your life.
Now that you’ve decided what you want, you need to clear your mind as much as you can, stabilizing
your emotions as well. Release all unnecessary tension in your mind and body.
Our third step is to strengthen our connection to Power and let it fill our being. This will make our
efforts much more effective.
The next step is to affirm that the process that we are working with will indeed create the desired effect,
and our actions are placing the desired experience into our life path, and knowing that we will
experience the equivalent of the images we place there.
And the last step is to ‘creatively daydream’ about what we want. Since our example is about money,
we will daydream about having money and getting more. Allow yourself to get emotionally excited
about the daydream you are having. Allow yourself to feel as if you already had the money (or whatever
you are working towards) and are presently enjoying it.
And that’s it! Nothing more to do except to go on with your normal activities knowing that you will
receive the equivalent experience in your real life. You may repeat this procedure whenever you find
that you have some time to do it. There is no problem with performing this technique often, unless you
are doing so from a standpoint of believing that it is not working otherwise. Then you will be
preventing yourself from receiving. Allow it to happen!
The Keys To Power Mastery System gives several different techniques for directing Power, and
developing the required conditions for reliable Power Projection. If you’re interested in learning more
about these special techniques, visit http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys
To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 7
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can create you own ‘good luck’!
Good luck is what we call it when events have a tendency to work out more for you than against you,
especially when the events are random ones that we cannot control directly.
Some may call this coincidence, but we know better, don’t we? There is an almost indescribable quality
to those who possess this ‘good luck’. They are confident, most likely because they know that things
work out well for them. They have an easy manner about them, knowing that life is not a struggle and
the things they want will usually come to them without much effort.
Would you like to be this type of person? Of course you would! No-one wants to struggle for the things
they want. Of course, with the last lesson about how to direct Power to get the things you want out of
life, you now know that you CAN get the things you want easily without much effort!
But that is for specific things that you decide beforehand that you want. What about those situations
where you don’t have an opportunity to decide? Like driving down the road where an accident could
happen at any time? Yes, you could direct Power to create a safe driving experience, but do you want to
have to do this every time you go anywhere? Probably not.
So that’s what creating your own ‘good luck’ is all about. Now, let’s see about how we go about doing
it.
First of all, whenever you develop your connection to the Source of all Power (Spirit), you are
automatically increasing your level of ‘good luck’. I’m not exactly sure why this happens, but I’ve seen
it so often to where I don’t question it any more.
And whenever you work with changing your belief systems towards expecting that things will work out
for you instead of against you, you are setting up an automatic direction of Power to create this ‘good
luck’.
Power is directed by your thoughts and feelings, so whenever you have more positive emotions than
negative ones, that is also directing Power to create good experiences for you, even in the realm of ‘good
luck’.
And finally, you can direct Power to creating a shield around yourself that protects you from all forms of
disappointment, sadness, frustration, or pain. You can set up this shield so that it also attracts to you
pleasant experiences of satisfaction, fulfillment, joy, and pleasure.
The Keys To Power Mastery System gives several different techniques for directing Power, and
developing the required conditions for reliable Power Projection. If you’re interested in learning more
about these special techniques, visit http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys
To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 8
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can protect yourself from all forms of attack!
Psychic Attack! How often have you seen this phrase? It calls up images of witches and warlocks
casting spells and hexes on their enemies, doesn’t it?
But this is relatively rare. Very few people have the ability to consciously direct Power, and those who
do usually realize that attacking someone else leaves them open to being attacked themselves!
But there are those who ‘wish you harm’, and those are unconscious psychic attacks, lacking any real
Power to do much of anything.
In this lesson, you will learn a technique that will protect you from these kinds of attacks. And as a sidebonus, it will also protect you from other forms of attack as well – physical, emotional, and mental
attacks. Here’s how you do it.
First, you want to strengthen your connection to Spirit and it’s Power.
Then, you need to work with your belief systems to support the idea that no-one even wants to attack
you, and if they did, they would only end up hurting themselves.
And finally, you need to direct Power towards creating a barrier to all forms of attack. Imagine a field
of energy surrounding you as far as you can see. Imagine that this field of energy is protecting you,
preventing any forms of attack from being successful, and drawing to you people who like you and care
for you.
The only other thing is to keep in mind that Power consciously directed is more effective than Power
unconsciously directed. Your conscious focus to direct Power has a much greater effectiveness than the
Power unconsciously directed by those around you. Remember the shield that you have created,
reinforce it at times, but never doubt it or you will destroy it.
The Keys To Power Mastery System gives several different techniques for directing Power, and
developing the required conditions for reliable Power Projection. If you’re interested in learning more
about these special techniques, visit http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys
To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 9
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can attract as much money as you can handle!
Money. Paper and metals only, but holding so much power in our modern culture. Money represents
your status and your importance in your community.
Here’s what I realized that made it much easier for me to accept and attract money into my life. There is
no limit to the number of times the same piece of currency can pass through my hands.
Let’s say that you and I are sitting across from each other now. I have 5 dollar bills and so do you. We
only have $10 between us. I give you $1, you give me $1. I give you $4, you give me $4. I give you
$5, you give me $10, I give you $10, you give me $5. How much money did you receive? Same as I
did, which was $20. More than the total amount of money we started with! Money is not limited in any
way whatsoever!
You could receive $20 billion, spend it all, and receive it again. Every piece of currency that exists in
the world can pass through your hands this year!
And here is how you will use the concepts we’ve covered so far in this course to attract money into your
life.
The first step is to strengthen your connection to Spirit and it’s Power.
The next step is to work with your belief systems to support the idea that money is easy to obtain, flows
into your life without effort, and will provide everything you could ever want in life.
And finally, you need to direct Power towards creating the experience of having money and getting
more. You will do this through what I call ‘creative daydreaming’. Creative daydreaming is a process
of consciously choosing a daydream that represents the experiences you want to have and imagining that
daydream in vivid detail while relaxed and connected to Power.
So connect to Power and allow yourself to daydream about having all sorts of money. Imagine what
you would do with millions of dollars and an income that more than covers everything you could ever
want! Know that Power is now placing these images into your life pathway for you to experience in
reality!
There is one more thing that I’ve learned about attracting money. That money that you want to attract is
currently in someone else’s pocket (figuratively speaking). Why would they want to give it to you?
Give them a reason, offer to give them something that they value more than the money they have. Offer
enough value to the world, and the world will give you all the money you could ever want! (By the
way, you can earn money by simply sharing the Keys To Power with others. Check out
http://www.KeysToPower.com/Affiliates.php for more details.)
I’ve also written a new book specifically about using the Keys To Power system to attract prosperity
into your life, called “Keys To Power Prosperity”. You can find out more about it at
http://www.KeysToPowerProsperity.com.
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Effortless Power Lesson 10
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can seduce the love of your life with spiritual techniques!
Love and Sex! Two of the most powerful motivators in human history! What we won’t do to gain one
or both of those wonderful experiences. Love makes the world go ‘round, right?
Very few people can even define what love is, and even fewer seem to be able to tell us how to create it
where it does not automatically blossom. Most people believe that it either happens or it doesn’t.
But there are things you can do to influence the odds that the person you’re attracted to will become
attracted to you. Some things are physical things that anyone can do, and other things require the use of
Power.
First of all, the physical things. It is well known that being physically fit increases your attractiveness,
so the first step will be to do everything you can to get enough exercise to tone up your muscles and lose
any unnecessary fat. Don’t worry about things like chins, cheekbones, noses, and that kind of thing.
Rarely do they matter to the person you are going to seduce.
The other physical thing you can do that will matter regards your personality. There is a very clear
distinction between those who are able to easily seduce the person of their choice and those who cannot.
That distinction is that the person who genuinely cares for others, is interested in them, and enjoys being
with others is more attractive than someone who keeps to themselves, is abrasive, condescending, or
feels that they are more important or better than everyone else.
When that potential partner sees that you are a quality person (usually as defined above, but everyone
has their own definition of quality) and that you are interested in them, then it is a relatively easy matter
to seduce them.
There is a whole world of information available on how to use language to seduce. If you’d like more
information on using words to persuade anyone in any situation (including sales, parenting, and more),
check out an article I wrote and posted at http://www.KeysToPower.com/CovertPersuasion.php.
Now, here is how you will use Power to enhance the seduction process.
As usual, the first step is to strengthen your spiritual connection. This will do several things for you.
One, it will make the use of Power more effective. Second, it will give you an added quality that will
attract the interest of the person you want to seduce.
Next, you need to believe that you are a quality person and that there are millions of potential partners
that would love to be with you. Even if there is only 1 person you want, this belief will show up in your
countenance as confidence, which is extremely attractive and seductive.
Remember the ‘creative daydreaming’ that we talked about before? Here is where it gets really fun!
Spend some time daydreaming about being with that perfect partner while you are connected to Power.
This will help to create the experience in real life.
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Effortless Power Lesson 11
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can heal yourself or others of any condition of mind or
body!
Healing is perhaps the most important use of spiritual Power ever. This is primarily because without
your health, nothing else matters much. Loving relationships and wealth both cease to be enjoyed when
the physical body is no longer functioning properly.
No doubt you’ve heard of many rich people spending all of their money trying to find a cure to one
ailment or another. And there are also many relationships that have ended due to the struggle associated
with long-term illness.
Spiritual healing can be used for more than simply correcting a problem that has manifested in the body.
Spiritual healing can also be used to increase energy levels, vitality, strength, endurance, sexual potency,
mental acuity, creativity, intelligence, memory, and much more! Some of the mental ailments that can
be cured with spiritual healing are depression, confusion, attention-deficit disorders, over-active
imagination, paranoia, schizophrenia, and many others.
No matter what the objective in using spiritual healing, the process is pretty much the same. Here is
what you do.
First, as always, strengthen your connection to Spirit and it’s Power. As you feel yourself energized by
the pure Power, imagine that this Power is conditioned specifically for healing. This will help in
directing the Power to do the best work possible.
Now, if you are working to heal another person, you will want to create a direct spiritual connection
between yourself and this other person. The simplest method I can suggest is to simply imagine the
connection and trust that Power will create it for you. (If you want all the details of creating direct
connections for various Power techniques, you can get everything in the full Step by Step course
available at http://www.KeysToPower.com.)
Obviously, if you are working to heal yourself, you do not need to create a direct connection to the
person being healed.
The next step in healing is to transfer the Power that you’ve collected to the person being healed with
the intention to direct Power to do the healing. This is very simple to do, yet takes a lot of explaining to
cover all the subtle details in the process. There are also many internal factors that can influence your
effectiveness in directing Power, which we’ve covered in the early lessons of this course.
In healing especially, your underlying assumptions, belief systems, clarity of thought, emotional control,
and your connection to Spirit all play very important roles in the results that you will get from the
processes. If any of these factors are weak, you will not be able to heal with Power.
The Keys To Power Mastery System reveals exactly how to develop all of these factors so that you can
direct Power for maximum results. If you’re interested in learning more, visit
http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys To Power Mastery System.
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Effortless Power Lesson 12
In this lesson we will take a look at how you can use Power to increase the amount of Power that you
can use for other projects!
Welcome to the last lesson in the Effortless Power mini-course. In this lesson, I will reveal a key secret
that almost no one ever reveals.
There are many systems out in the marketplace being promoted as the only system you need to develop
your ability to tap into your inner Power. Every single one of them will give you at least one technique
you can use. But in their efforts to appear simple and easy to use, they neglect to teach you everything
you need to develop all of the factors required to truly use spiritual Power.
One of the frustrating things about many of these systems is that if you are in any way deficient in one
of these key areas, the techniques given will not work. This is why I have tried to include within the
materials I provide exercises, principles, philosophies, viewpoints, and anything else required so that
you do not miss anything that you may need.
Not only do I provide a pathway to develop all of the factors required to use Power, but I also try to
explain why these factors are important and how they fit into the overall system. This way, you can take
the information I give you and alter it to fit your unique personality and style. With the Keys To Power,
you are not locked into anything that does not fit with who you are.
You can also take what I give you and use it to propel yourself higher than even I have reached myself.
The only limits to what you can achieve are those you place upon yourself. As Napoleon Hill once
wrote: “What the mind of man can conceive and believe, it can achieve.” Anything you can imagine,
you can create!
And this gives us a clue as to how you can use Power to amplify itself. If you can imagine Power
flowing through you with great intensity, you actually add to the impact that Power will have on your
life. If you can imagine that you are as Powerful as a god, then you automatically increase the amount
of Power that you can direct towards your goals.
I know, it sounds like egotism and megalomania, but it works! And here’s why it works.
Power flows from the Source (usually called God or Spirit) through your mind and emotions on it’s way
to creating your life. The strength of your spiritual connection determines how much Power flows
through you, and the focus of your mind and emotions determine what Power is directed to create.
If you direct Power to increase the flow of Power through you by strengthening your connection to
Spirit, then that is what Power will create for you. And as your connection to Spirit is strengthened,
more Power flows through your mind and emotions. As you continue this loop, more and more Power
starts to flow through you, and your Power is amplified tremendously!
But this can be a two-edged sword. Unless you have developed your ability to control your thoughts
and emotions, the increase in the amount of Power flowing through you can actually destroy your life! I
know this from personal experience.
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Effortless Power – A Keys To Power Mini-Course
Imagine this. You’ve built up a giant flow of Power through your mind and emotions. Then something
happens that upsets you. You start to think about how bad it is, and you’re feeling frustrated.
That huge flow of Power is now picking up the feelings of frustration and the thoughts of things being
bad. Guess what Power will create for you? That’s right, more bad experiences! And with tremendous
Power creating these experiences, guess how bad they will be? Catastrophic!
So it is vital that you learn how to control your thoughts and feelings before you unleash the infinite
flow of Power through your being.
The Keys To Power Mastery System reveals exactly how to develop all of the factors you need to direct
Power for maximum results with complete safety. If you’re interested in learning more, visit
http://www.KeysToPower.com today and sign up for the full Keys To Power Mastery System.
If you would like to learn the whole Keys To Power Mastery System now, you can get the full Keys To
Power Mastery System by ordering online at http://www.KeysToPower.com.
- Alan Tutt
We all have the Power.
All we need are the Keys.
http://www.KeysToPower.com

Other websites in the PowerKeys Publishing network:
http://www.PowerTrainingAcad.com - A membership site based on the Keys To Power Mastery
System. As a member, you have access to many articles, ebooks, hypnotic training scripts and
recordings, and a set of forums to get answers to questions. Get customized instruction that will help
you achieve your dreams!
http://www.KeysToPowerProsperity.com - Rich people know things that less prosperous people do.
With the information you’ll gain here, you’ll be able to create an overwhelming abundance of prosperity
in your life. Special emphasis is placed on learning new ways of thinking that will automatically cause
you to be more prosperous, with additional material to give you a solid how-to on creating streams of
income that will continue to bring money to you while you go off and do other things.

Join The Mailing List
If you enjoyed this mini-course and would like to receive related articles by email, you may join the
mailing list by sending a blank email to: effortlesspower@KeysToPower.com.
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